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Safety Line
Industrial and hygienic protection since 1926.
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		Safety Line

		Industrial and hygienic protection since 1926.

		To the Products
	



  


  
  


      Micro-mesh – the innovation

  
  
      Our comfortable micro-mesh, developed here in-house, is characterised by a fine, closed textile quality. The robust nylon thread ensures the tear-resistant quality of the interlaced yarns. The latex-free textile is also highly breathable, extremely light and guarantees excellent comfort for the wearer. Perfect for avoiding skin irritation, impressions and cuts. The functional Solida hoods and face masks are ideal for demanding work in the food industry.
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[image: ]Astrohaube
	100 % polyamide/nylon
	Universal size
	Colours: Blue, white and other colours
	Super-soft edge eleastic
	Latex-free
	Breathable
	Also available in detectable version
	Suitable for: Food industry, laboratories







[image: ]Beard protection with rubber headband
	100 % polyamide/nylon
	Universal size
	Colours: Blue, white and other colours
	Latex-free
	Breathable
	Also available in detectable version
	Suitable for: Food sector, kitchens







[image: ]Micro-mesh round cap
	100 % polyamide/nylon
	Sizes: M–XL
	Colours: Blue, white and other colours
	Super-soft edge elastic
	Latex-free
	Breathable
	Also available in detectable version
	Suitable for: Food sector, kitchens







	




  


  
  


      Non-woven fabric – the all-rounder

  
  
      Non-woven fabric is composed of squeezed, paper-like polypropylene fibres. Very fine fibres are glued together into a compressed textile using a special process. It creates a secure, robust product which is ideal for re-processing into hoods, mouth guards or coats. Thanks to it being latex-free and to its high breathability, our versatile non-woven fabric is especially comfortable. Recommended for industrial, hospitals and large-scale catering applications.
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[image: ]Face mask with rubber bands for ears
	100 % polypropylene, 3-layer
	Nose bridge made from aluminium
	Universal size
	Filter efficacy: 99.3 %
	Suitable for: Operating theatres







[image: ]Round cap, clipped at side
	100 % polypropylene (12 g/m2)
	Universal size (53 cm)
	Latex-free
	Suitable for: Hospitals







[image: ]Round cap with elasticated thread
	100 % polypropylene (12 g/m2)
	Universal size (53 cm)
	Colours: Green, white, red, blue
	Latex-free
	Suitable for: Hospitals







	




  


  
  


      Hairnets – the classic

  
  
      Hairnets are robust, textile mesh structures which can be coarse or fine, depending on their intended use. The hard-wearing fabric items are knotted, sewn or clipped. A flame-retardant finish is available as required.


We have been manufacturing traditional, perfect hairnets for industrial protection at our own sites since 1926. Solida hairnets are made from extra-fine polyamide fibre on special raschel machines. In the field of industrial production and in the craft sector, employees with long hair run the risk of accident and injury. It is for precisely for these applications, and for hygienic reasons in large-scale catering environments, that our latex-free hairnets offer optimum protection.
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[image: ]Fine hairnets, knotted at side
	100 % polyamide/nylon
	Coarse-meshed
	Latex-free
	Universal size
	Available in all hair colours
	Suitable for: Accident prevention, food sector, industrial kitchens







[image: ]Soft hairnet, sewn at side
	100 % polyamide/nylon
	Fine-meshed
	Latex-free
	Sizes: M–XL
	Suitable for: Accident prevention, food sector, industrial kitchens







[image: ]Net with PVC shield
	100 % polypropylene
	Coarse-meshed
	Latex-free
	Universal size
	Colours: White, brown
	Suitable for: Acident prevention







	




  


  
  


      Honeycomb – the alternative

  
  
      Tulle or “honeycomb tulle” is a mesh-like woven grid which consists of yarns of varying fineness. Depending on the given fineness, the material will have a different thickness. In addition, it is also almost transparent and extremely permeable to air, thanks to the large number of “cells”. Our honeycomb hoods are particularly soft and supple, thus offering reliable protection above all in the field of oocupational safety.
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[image: ]Honeycomb turban cap
	100 % polyamide/nylon
	With super-soft edge elastic
	Breathable
	Latex-free
	Universal size
	Suitable for: Food sector, kitchens







[image: ]Honeycomb round cap
	100 % polyamide/nylon
	With super-soft edge elastic
	Breathable
	Latex-free
	Sizes: M, L
	Suitable for: Food sector, kitchens







[image: ]Honeycomb cap, detectable
	100 % polyamide/nylon
	Side metal clip
	With super-soft edge elastic
	Breathable
	Latex-free
	Universal size
	Suitable for: Food sector, kitchens







	




  


  
  


      Protecta Soft

  
  
      Coming Soon
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	Sensational - 50% less breathing resistance
	Super light with the highest level of comfort
	Mesh material tested worldwide
	Dermatologically tested, skin-friendly, breathable
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	Solida AG
	Promenadenstrasse 20
8280 Kreuzlingen
Switzerland
	Tel +41-71-686-90-90
	Fax 
	info@solidaag.ch
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  Legal Notice




      The following entity is responsive for this content, and holds the image rights & copyright to this page

  
  
      Solida AG
Promenadenstrasse 20
8280 Kreuzlingen

Telefon
071 686 90 90

Geschäftsführer
Dr. Matthias Dietze

Aktiengesellschaft

Rechtssitz der Firma: Kreuzlingen TG

Handelsregisternummmer: CH-440.3.000.852-9
Ust.-IdNr. CHE-101.694.316

info@solidaag.ch
  
  
  






      Concept, design, and creation of the website

  
  
      Mathias Lehmann
Emmerstedter Str. 30
38350 Helmstedt

https://www.solida.de

edv@solida.de
  
  
  







      

    

  


  
  


      
